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Mica Miracle is the safer, better, cheaper, easier, greener
way to purify your water.
How many more reasons do you need?
Safer Water

Mica Miracle eliminates and denatures 99.9% of all toxins including:
˚ Germs
˚ Mercury

˚ Mold
˚ Flouride

˚ Fungi
˚ Chlorine

˚ Bacteria (Staph & E Coli)
˚ Chloramine

˚ Lead

Better Water
It’s like a water filter, a mineral water, and an electrolyte drink all in one!
water of any quality
Delivers 70 trace minerals - including three of the rarest minerals on earth
Enhances hydration by reducing the size and surface tension of water
molecules

Mica Miracle makes bad water good and good water great!

Cheaper Water

3 ounces of Mica Miracle is the equivalent of 200 bottles of water!
Each bottle of this product can save you hundreds of dollars!

200
Bottles of

Super Clean Water
in Every 3 oz.
of Mica

Miracle!

Easier Water
Perfect for purifying tap water at a restaurant, gym, school cafeteria, beach,
water fountain, or at home.
Clean water on the go - clean water anywhere!

Greener Water

Producing, packaging, and transporting a liter of bottled water requires between
1,100 and 2,000 times more energy on average than treating and delivering
!

If you could do the right thing AND it SAVED you money - why wouldn’t you do it?
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Daily Detox: Mica Miracle is like a 24/7
cleaning crew for your cells, organs, and systems.
Detoxify your body every day.

Give
the gift of

Type Face: Myriad Pro

Clean
Water

Modern life is very tough on our bodies. We breathe in toxins and pollutants as we
walk down the street. Our food is filled with artificial flavors, colors, sweeteners,
and preservatives - all foreign substances to our bodies.
Mica Miracle neutralizes heavy metals and other harmful contaminants,
attaches to them, envelopes them, and safely leads them out of your body.
Just add 5 drops to every glass of water you drink!

How it works
Mica Miracle is formulated to instantly purify your
water. Once mixed with the water, the magnetic
minerals dissolve and become part of the water.
Since the magnetic ions in Mica Miracle trap, hold,
and neutralize the toxins - they can never harm
you!

We will donate
one FREE bottle of
Mica Miracle for
every bottle that is
purchased. *
BEFORE

Clean water is
absolutely essential
to good health. Now you
can help those without
clean water!
*1st 1000 bottles sold

For More Information -

AFTER

Hint: clumps of junk!

The amazing magnetic mineral with 101 uses
Purify …

without chemicals
Sanitize … your hands, vegetables, bathrooms, baby nurseries, gym equipment, and
restaurant tables without chemicals
Also for … gardening, camping, first aid kits - even treating sunburn, creating a detoxifying
foot bath, starting roots on almost any plant cutting - and more!

